As one of the important elements in natural and artificial electron transfer and energy transfer processes, porphyrin and its derivatives have received much attention in photoelectronics and photoelectronic materials . As our first attempt to relate the 'ir-ir electronic couplings between porphyrin macrocycles to apparent third order nonlinear susceptibilities, we measured x() for several porphyrin and chlorophyll a derivatives, including dimers with different configurations . Our preliminary results show that the dimers have enhanced x() compared to those of the monomer. This enhancement is related to the relative orientations between the two macrocycles in the dimers . The parallel dimers with close face-to-face distances seem to have the highest enhancement in x()• Thus, we believe that x() is strongly related to the ir-ir electronic coupling between the two conjugated ring systems.
transfer reactions in biological systems and in synthetic organic conductors and optical materials . In bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers, for example, two chlorophyll molecules form a slipped face-to-face dimer with a distance of 3 to 3 .5A which acts as a primary electron donor upon absorption of light. The -ir-ir electronic coupling between the two chlorophylls that occurs through their two-dimensional macrocycles modifies the photophysics of the dimer and enables it to function uniquely as the primary electron donor. In certain photosynthetic antenna proteins, chlorophyll dimers or oligomers are embedded in protein matrices , funneling light energy to the reaction centers .
Since the early studies revealed the correlation between the electron delocalization in one dimension and the third order nonlinear susceptibilities x() in simple polymers2, we expect that the ir-ir electron coupling via face-to-face "contact' would also affect x() of porphyrins in different conformations and different polymeric forms.
As our first attempt in making correlations between the molecular structural properties and the x()of the twodimensional macrocycles, we present some preliminary results of x() measurements of several porphyrin and chlorophyll derivatives with different polymeric structures and relative ring orientations . The degenerate four wave mixing (DFWM) with picosecond laser pulses is used for the measurements. The correlation of the electronic interactions between the porphyrin in its polymeric form with the x() will be discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL
Tetraphenyl porphyrin (TPP), TPP-Fe(III)-Cl, TPP-Fe-O-Fe-TPP, Fe(III)-tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin (TSPP), and Fe(III)-tetra(N-methyl-4-pyridyl) porphyrin (TMPyP) were from Midcentury Chemicals and used without further purification. Chlorophyll a was from spinach, and the preparation method was presented elsewhere. 5 The linear dimer of TPP, (TPP)2, was from Dr. M. R. Wasielewski of Argonne National Laboratory. The organic solvents are all dried with molecular sieves and doubly distilled water was used for aqueous solutions. The concentrations of the samples were around 0.2 mM, except those having low solubilities. The accurate concentrations were determined by the absorption spectra. The absorbance of the samples were kept OD 0.02-0.06 at 532 nm in 1mm path quartz cells.
A mode-locked, Q-switched, and frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (Coherent Antares) coupled with a Pockels cell pulse extractor was used in the DFWM experiments. The most energetic mode-locked pulse in each Q-switched envelop was extracted at 1000 Hz. The extracted pulse has a pulse energy of 90 pJ and FWHM of 70 Ps at 532 nm. The laser beam was then split into two pump beams and one probe beam for a conventional counter propagating configuration of DFWM . Each of the three beams is focused and the spatial overlap is approximately at the focal point. A polarizer was placed in front of each focusing lens. Two photodiode detectors were used, one to collect the phase conjugated signal, and another to monitor the laser intensity. The photodiode signals were then sent to a boxcar integrator, which is connected to a Gateway PC/486 computer for data acquisition and analysis . A typical signal trace is presented in Fig. 1 . The correlation between the signal and the laser intensity was closely checked by varying the laser intensity via neutral density filters and detuning the laser to a state where it generated considerable pulse-to-pulse fluctuation. The relationship between the conjugated signal and the laser pulse intensity is shown in Fig. 2 . .
.
-. where L is the local field correction factor, {(n2+2)/3]4, and N is the number density of the molecule in solution in cm3. Thus, the measured ) is proportional to the concentration of the solution. Table I lists the measured x() and < -y > according to equations (1) and (2) . The x values were scaled to those of 0.2 mM for all the samples, although the actual concentrations used in the measurements range from 0.11 to 0.28 mM. The compounds are grouped into four subgroups. The first group consists of three chlorophyll a solutions, corresponding to monomers, tilted dimers and oligomers; the second one is TPP vs. TPP-TPP (a linear dimer of TPP, covalently bond via a phenyl group); the third one is TPP-Fe-Cl and the dimer TPP-Fe-O-Fe-TPP, where the dimer is face-to-face covalently bond but with greater distances compared to those without a middle atom (e.g. 0 atom); and the fourth group contains two ionic monomers and a heterodimer formed between the two monomers with opposite charges.
In the concentration range (10 M) applied in our measurements, chlorophyll a is known to form dimers and oligomers in nonpolar solvents (e.g. hydrocarbons, toluene, benzene etc.) and monomers in nucleophilic solvents (e.g. ethanol, pyridine, tetrahydrofuran, etc. , where the solvent and the solute form a complex).1° In toluene solution, chlorophyll a forms a tilted or T-dimer, where the keto group (C 0) of ring 9 interacts with the Mg atom of another chlorophyll. Although the apparent x() of chlorophyll a in toluene increased by 50 % compared to that of the THF solution, the second hyperpolarizability < 'y > of the T-dimer after local field correction only increases by a margin of the experimental error, implying small change in electron delocalization. However, the larger enhancement was observed in hexane solution, where x() and < 'y > increase by a factor of 2. The optical spectrum of chlorophyll a in hexane (not shown) strongly suggested the formation of the oligomer. The exact reason for the enhancement is yet to be revealed because the configuration of the oligomer was proposed to be the extension of the T-dimer. However, the real situation may be more complicated when dynamic equilibrium of the dimer or oligomer formation is considered. Thus, at room temperature, the toluene and hexane solutions of chlorophyll a are not very good models to characterize the effect of the electronic coupling via ir-ir interaction between the rings. The x() and < .y > of TPP2, a covalently linked TPP dimer where the linkage is a shared phenyl group, has a factor of three increase compared to those of TPP. This increase seems much smaller compared to the results of thiophene oligomer9, where the increase is a factor of five from monomer to dimer. One possible explanation is that thiophene dimer is more rigid in terms of keeping the ir conjugation plane, whereas TPP2 has an imperfect planar structure reducing the ir conjugation.
The other covalently linked dimer, TPP-Fe-O-Fe-TPP, is face-to-face bonded with an 0 atom in the middle. Compared to its corresponding monomer, TPP-Fe-C1, x() and < 'y > of this dimer increased only by a factor of two, indicating that the bridging 0 prevents a strong ir-ir interaction between the rings . However, it is also likely that the x and < 'y > values of TPP-Fe-Cl have resonance enhancement due to an absorption peak centered at 507 nm, which causes its < 'y > value to be 1 .5 and 3 times those for TPP and TSPP, respectively.
The dimer shows that the largest enhancement on x() and < 'y > is the heterodimer formed between TSPP and TMPyP. A factor of four enhancement is the most significant among the four dimers we have studied. The enhancement suggests a relatively strong coupling between the porphyrins. This dimer is formed with face-to-face configuration, via electrostatic interactions between the negative charges on four -S03 groups of TSPP and positive charges on four N atoms of N-methylpyridyl groups . However, without a covalent linkage, the dimer formation is a dynamic process , and the distance between the macrocycles fluctuates . Therefore, the factor of four enhancement is still much smaller than a factor of ten in the , where a transition metal atom is sandwiched between the macrocycles.
In summary, we observed various enhancements of x() and < 'y > in porphyrin dimers with different relative orientations and linkages, which imply different electronic couplings. A close face-to-face distance and parallel ring orientation enhances x() and < y > significantly. Our observations are preliminary at this stage due to the limited model compounds studied. Moreover, the dimer-monomer equilibrium is a dynamic process, where the exchange rate may also affect the apparent values of x() and < y > . To quantitatively characterize the electronic coupling, extensive theoretical calculations must be conducted. Work on this aspect of the chemistry is underway.
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